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Introductory Description and Outcomes 

 

 Museums and Communities (ANTH 7662) included exercises in grant writing as well as 

extensive readings about museum administration and other issues in historical organizations.  

Our main project for the semester was going through the entire process of finding funding and 

applying for an IMLS grant.  The class also focuses on the new paradigm of museums, as set 

forth by John Cotton Dana in 1917, and the changes over time and the implementation (or not) 

of this paradigm in museums throughout the country.  At the end of the coursework, I was 

awarded an A for my coursework. 

 Additionally, my work at the C.H. Nash Museum as a graduate student supplies other 

requirements set forth in the Student Learning Outcomes.  I served as a member of the 

American Association of Museums’ Museum Assessment Program team member.  As a part of 

this team, I was responsible for going through the Self-Assessment Workbook.  This workbook 

covered every aspect of museum function from bathroom tidiness to collections management, 

as well as staffing issues and exhibit design.  This extensive process served to create an 

awareness about museums, the C.H. Nash Museum in particular, and the day-to-day and annual 

duties required to successfully manage a museum.  Additionally, as a Graduate Assistant, I was 

responsible for visitor services, gift shop management, ticketing, and various other aspects of 

the operations. 

 

HIST 7530 (Seminar in Administration of Historical Organizations).  
SLOs 
Students will: 
1.     master a substantial body of literature on the organization, management, administration, governance, and funding of 

historical organizations, including case studies; 
2.     acquire the ability to conduct an institutional assessment of administrative and management functions and analyze the 

implications of findings; 
3.     acquire an understanding of the dynamics of teamwork and ethical practice in historical organizations; and, 

4.     acquire the ability to write a grant proposal. 
Students will: 
1.     complete an assessment of administrative and management functions of one or more historical organizations; 

2.     analyze the findings of institutional assessments verbally and in writing; 

3.     analyze and synthesize assigned readings in class discussion and in written essays; 

4.     complete a Myers-Briggs Type Indicator inventory under the direction of a qualified administrator and participate in a 

follow-up discussion; 
5.     write a grant proposal to acceptable professional standards. 
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Syllabus: Museums and Communities  

 

MUSEUMS & COMMUNITIES 

ARTH/ANTH 7662 
Spring 2010Instructor:  Dr. Leslie Luebbers 

Office:  228 Communication & Fine Arts Building 

E-mail:  lluebbrs@memphis.edu 

Phone:  901-678-2224  

Office hours:  Tuesday  2:00-4:00 or by appointment 

Class Time:  5:30-8:30 

Classroom:  Communication & Fine Arts Conference Room, CFA 232-234 

 

Course Description 

The traditional mission of museums has been to collect, preserve, study, interpret and display 

objects of cultural significance.  The objects may be historical artifacts, natural specimens or art 

works.  The assumption in that broad mission is that museums are inherently conservative, and 

their primary role is stewardship of objects.  Museums have engaged and educated audiences 

by telling stories through objects.  

During the last several decades, museums have been organized to tell stories of survival, stories 

of colonial liberation, stories previously untold by groups whose voices had not been heard. 

The emergence of these non-traditional, story-based (as opposed to object-based) museums has 

shaken the profession to its core and resulted in what is generally regarded as a “paradigm 

shift.” No longer are museum mere caretakers of objects accumulated by academic specialists. 

At one end of the new paradigm spectrum, museums are partners with communities in the 

collection and/or interpretation of objects.  At the other end of the spectrum, they are agents of 

cultural change.  Along the spectrum are dozens of theories, models, experiments and 

passionate beliefs about what museums should be and do.   

Museums & Communities examines the development and current discussion of the issues and 

how this paradigm shift presents challenges and opportunities to today’s museums.   

 

Required Texts 
Anderson, Gail, ed., Reinventing the Museum:  Historical and Contemporary Perspectives on 

the Paradigm Shift, Lanham, MD, Altamira Press, 2004. 

 

Genoways, Hugh, H., ed., Museum Philosophy for the Twenty-first Century, Lanham, MD, 

Altamira Press, 2006. 

 

Readings will be assigned extensively from these two books.  Students are advised to purchase 

these from the UM Bookstore or other vendor.  They will not be on reserve.   

Other assigned readings will be available in the library reserve room and/or e courseware for 

the class.  Readings may be added as needed to those listed in the class calendar. 

 

Students are also required to familiarize themselves and remain current with information on the 

American Association of Museums’ Center for the Future of Museums website: 

www.futureofmuseums.org.  Other websites and blogs may be assigned or recommended.  

Students are encouraged to find and share online material relevant to the class. 

https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=e7d82df672c2443c9100f1761c529f8f&URL=mailto%3alluebbrs%40memphis.edu
https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=e7d82df672c2443c9100f1761c529f8f&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.futureofmuseums.org
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Students are required to keep up with current events in the museum world.  For example and to 

begin, look at news and commentary surrounding the Rose Art Museum at Brandeis 

University.  The easiest source is on the home page of: www.aam-us.org, but there are others. 

 

Class Format, Assignments and Tentative Point Values in Grading 
 

Participation 

Museums & Communities is a discussion-based class relying on informed participation of class 

members.  Students are responsible for being familiar with reading and other assignments and 

for being prepared to discuss them in relation to each other and ones previously discussed. 

They are also responsible for gathering and presenting local, national and international news 

related to museums. 

 

Attendance 

Attendance is mandatory for the full 3 hours of each class.   Each class carries a weight of 1.5% 

of the final grade.  (See “Grades.”) For a single excused absence, participation points may be 

replaced by a short preparation for another class assigned by the instructor.  Additional 

absences will result in an automatic 1.5% reduction in the final grade.   Routine tardiness will 

result in a final grade reduction. 

 

Written Assignments 

 

Papers 

Students are required to submit three written assignments on topics as assigned on the class 

calendar.  These must average 7-10 pages or 2000 words by processor count, typed double-

spaced in a 12-point, easily readable font.  Essays must include in-text or footnote citations and 

bibliography appropriate to the student’s major discipline.  Papers are to be submitted though 

the E-Courseware drop box or by email on the due date.  Assignments that do not conform with 

requirements will not be accepted. 

Late assignments will result in point reductions at a rate of 1 point per day.  Since the total 

points for the course equal 100, this is 1% reduction of the final course grade. (See “Grade 

Distribution.”)  With convincing documentation of compelling cause, the instructor may 

provide opportunity for replacing lost points for ONE assignment.  

 

Final Project 

The final project will be in the form of a grant application to the Institute of Museum and 

Library Services Museums for America program.  The topic will be selected by the student in 

consultation with the instructor.  Students may find the application and application guidelines 

on line at http://imls.gov/applicants/grants/forAmerica.shtm  

Download the pdf. “2010 Grant Program Guidelines.“  

 

Plagiarism 

University of Memphis policy on plagiarism will be strictly enforced.  See 

http://history.memphis.edu/jmblythe/GlobalS07/Plagiarism.htm  for definitions and policy. 

 

 

https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=e7d82df672c2443c9100f1761c529f8f&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.aam-us.org
https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=e7d82df672c2443c9100f1761c529f8f&URL=http%3a%2f%2fimls.gov%2fapplicants%2fgrants%2fforAmerica.shtm
https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=e7d82df672c2443c9100f1761c529f8f&URL=http%3a%2f%2fhistory.memphis.edu%2fjmblythe%2fGlobalS07%2fPlagiarism.htm
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Uniqueness 

Papers prepared or substantially related to ones prepared by the student for other courses or 

purposes may not be submitted for credit in Museums & Communities. 

 

Grade Distribution 
The total possible grade is 100 points (%). Grades on individual components are expressed as 

points, for example, each paper has a total possible of 15 points, and the grade may be 11/15 

(this translates to 73.33% for that single paper.) Each class has a total of 1.5 participation 

points, and a daily grade may be 0 (absent), .5 (minimal participation), 1 (good participation), 

1.5 (excellent participation). 

Class participation:  22.5 points  (%) (1.5 points (%) per class meeting) 

Written assignments: 45 points (%) (15 points (%) each) 

Final Project: 32.5 points (%) 

 

Grading 
A+ 98-100% 

A 94-97% 

A- 90-93% 

B+ 87-89% 

B 83-86% 

B- 80-82% 

C+ 77-79% 

C 73-76% 

C- 70-72% 

D+ 67-69% 

D 63-66% 

D- 60-62% 

F 59% or lower 

 

Other Policies 

   

     An incomplete (I) grade will not be considered unless a student presents a compelling case, 

including documentation, for circumstances beyond the student’s control, such as illness or 

personal and family emergencies. Low point accumulation during the course does not 

constitute an acceptable reason.    

     No cell phones or electronic devices, work for other classes, or materials for any purpose 

other than class business are permitted during the class.  Computers may be used only for class 

notes or information to be presented to the class.   

     Students may bring appropriate beverages to the class. 

     A 15-20 minute break will be scheduled during the second hour.    

     Students with special needs are welcome.  Reasonable accommodation will be provided for 

students who present a memo from Student Disability Services. 

     Physical copies of assignments are not acceptable as replacements for electronic 

submissions. 
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     To the extent possible, communications and paperwork for the course will be distributed 

electronically.  Students are responsible for checking their University of Memphis email and E-

Courseware regularly for such communication. 

     The class schedule, assignments, assignment due dates, reading assignments and point 

values for grading contained in this syllabus are subject to change at the instructor’s discretion.  

Changes in assignment due dates will be announced at least 1 class period prior to the original 

date listed in the schedule.  Other changes will be announced at the  earliest possible moment.  

Students are responsible for checking UM email, E-Courseware and attending class to be made 

aware of changes. 

     Students are responsible for scheduling meetings with the instructor regarding assignments 

allowing adequate time to complete the work. 
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Reading List/Class Schedule: Museums and Communities 
  
Class 1 - 19 January   

Introduction:  Museums & Communities 
  

http://aam-us.org/pubs/mn/MN_MJ06_RelevantMuseum.cfm   

http://aam-us.org/pubs/mn/MN_MJ03_CommConnections.cfm   

“Museums and Society in 2034: Trends and Potential Futures” pdf at www.futureofmuseums.org 

<http://www.futureofmuseums.org> .   

Go to “Reading About the Future” and “then Center Publications.”  

 

Class 2  - 26 January   

History of the Paradigm Shift 

Source: 
Reinventing the Museum 

Articles: 
1,  “The Gloom of the Museum,” John Cotton Dana (1917) 

2,  “What Is a Museum?” Theodore Low (1942) 

3.   “A Twelve Point Program for Museum Renewal,” Alma Wittlin (1970) 

4.  “Rethinking the Museum:  An Emerging New Paradigm.” Stephen Weil, (1990) 

Explore the links listed on the Center for the Future of Museums website and bring to class 

information or approaches that interest you.   

 

Class 3 - 2 February   

Considering Community 
The following readings will be available in the McWherter Library Reserve room and, if the E-

Courseware problem is solved, on that site. 

Source: 
Crooke, Elizabeth, Museums and Community:  Ideas, Issues, Challenges, Oxford, Routledge, 

2007. 

Articles 
Chapter 1, “ The appeal of communities, museums and heritage.” 

Chapter 2, “Understanding community.”  

Chapter 3, “Community development and the UK museum sector.” 

Chapter 4, “Social capital and the cultural sector. 

 

Paper # 1 due on Sunday, February 7 by midnight.  Paper topics will be discussed in class 

on Tuesday, February 9. 
Paper assignment:  Read in Genoways, the article by Donald Preziosi, “Philosophy and the 

Ends of the Museum” and  in Janes, Robert R. Museums in a Troubled World, read “Museums 

and Irrelevance.” (The latter will be in McWherter Reserve Room and/or E-Courseware.) With 

the readings assigned through the third class (and any others you wish to include), and class 

discussion, critically address the topic of the paradigm shift.   

 

Class 4  - 9 February  
The class will consist of discussion of the papers and the topic below.  For discussion of your 

paper, you will present the main points of your argument and conclusions. 

https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=209635a4a3924212830011835a3319f2&URL=http%3a%2f%2faam-us.org%2fpubs%2fmn%2fMN_MJ06_RelevantMuseum.cfm
https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=209635a4a3924212830011835a3319f2&URL=http%3a%2f%2faam-us.org%2fpubs%2fmn%2fMN_MJ03_CommConnections.cfm
https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=209635a4a3924212830011835a3319f2&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.futureofmuseums.org
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Including communities 

Source: 
Anderson, Gail, Reinventing the Museum 

Article: 
1. Brown, Claudine, “The Museum’s Role in a Multicultural Society,” Claudine Brown 

Source 
Museum Philosophy for the Twenty-first Century 

Article:  
2. Lukes, Timothy, “Museum:  Where Civilizations Clash or Clash Civilizes?,”  

Source 
Crooke, Museums and Community 

Article 
3. Chapter 5, “Museums, Cultural Diversity and Multiculturalism” 

 

Class 5    - 16 February 

Museums and Social Justice 
Guest Speaker--Tracy Lauritzen Wright—National Civil Rights Museum 

Tracy will discuss several topics related to the international museum coalition, Sites of 

Conscience (www.sitesofconscience.org), including the meeting held in Memphis in 2009 and 

initiatives that emerged from that meeting including ones on Guantanamo and on issues related 

to immigration.  She will also talk about the redesign and reinstallation of NCMR and social 

justice topics. 

Source: 

Crooke, Museums and Community 

Article:  

1. Chapter 7, “Museums and community movements”  

Source    www.clmg.org.uk/shock.html 

2.  Article:  “Culture Shock” 

   

Class 6 - 23 February 

Archaeology:   Museums & Community Engagement 
These readings will be in the library reserve room or in E-Courseware. 

Source:   
Little, Barbara J. and Paul A. Shackel, eds.,  Archaeology as a Tool of Civic Engagement, 

Altamira Press, Lanham, MD, 2007 

Articles:   
1. Little, Barbara j., “Archaeology and Civic Engagement” 

2. Colwell-Chanthaphonh, “History, Justice, and Reconciliation” 

3. Praezellis, Mary, Adrian Praetzellis, and Thad Van Bueren, “Remaking Connections:  

Archaeology and Community after the Loma Prieta Earthquake” 

4, Britt, Kelly, Archeology—the “Missing Link” to Civic Engagement?” 

 

Class 7  -    2  March 

Art and Social Change 
Readings are available through the University of Memphis on line full-text journal data bases.  I 

used Wilson OmniFile.  They will also be available in the library reserve room. 

https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=209635a4a3924212830011835a3319f2&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.sitesofconsciouos.org
https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=209635a4a3924212830011835a3319f2&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.clmg.org.uk%2fshock.html
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Source: 
Social Justice 33 no. 2,  2006   “ Art, Power and Social Change” 

Articles: 
1. Miller, Cynthia ,“Images from the Streets:  Art for Social change from the Homelessness 

Photography Project.” 

2. Tandeciarz, Silvia R., “Mnemonic Hauntings:  Photography as Art of the Missing” 

3, McCaughan, Edward, J.  “Notes on Mexican Art, Social Movements, and Anzaldua’s 

“Conocimiento”   

Source: 
Social Justice  34, no. 1, 2007  “Art, Identity and Social Justice 

Articles: 
4. Martinez, Maria X, “The Art of Social Justice” 

5. Foster, Victoria, “The Art of Empathy:  Employing the Arts in Social Inquiry with Poor, 

Working-Class Women” 

 

Paper #2 due Sunday, March 14, by midnight.   
Based on readings for classes 4 through 7, discuss the role and the potential role of museums in 

addressing social justice issues.  Papers will be discussed in class on March 16. 

 

Class 8 - 16 March 

Part 1:  Museums and Communities:  Conclusions? 
Students present papers and review topic of museums and communities and the paradigm shift, 

including literature review of readings to date.  Students must look at articles and be prepared to 

compare and critique them.  The article below will be the point of departure.  It will be available 

in the reserve room and in E-courseware. 

Source: 
Crooke, Museums and Community 

Article: 
Conclusion 

Part 2:  Introduction to IMLS Museums for America Grant 

Source: 
http://imls.gov/applicants/grants/forAmerica.shtm  

Download the pdf. “2010 Grant Program Guidelines.“  

 

Class 9 - 23 March 

IMLS Museums for America 

Source: 
http://imls.gov/applicants/sample.shtm 

Articles: 
Read all sample applications under Museums for America.   

 

Class 10 - 30  March 

Museums and Collections 

Source: 
Anderson, Reinventing the Museum 

Articles: 

https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=209635a4a3924212830011835a3319f2&URL=http%3a%2f%2fimls.gov%2fapplicants%2fgrants%2fforAmerica.shtm
https://ummail.memphis.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=209635a4a3924212830011835a3319f2&URL=http%3a%2f%2fimls.gov%2fapplicants%2fsample.shtm
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1. Gurian, Elain G., “What is the Object of this Exercise? 

2. Weil, Stephen, Collecting Then, Collecting Today, What’s the Difference? 

3. Milner, Carol, “Who Cares?  Conservation in a Contemporary Context” 

4. Monroe, Dan L. and Walter Echo-Hawk, “Deft Deliberations” 

 

Class 11 - 6 April 

Museum Collections, Ethics and Deaccessioning 

Source: 
Genoways, Museum Philosophy for the Twenty-First Century 

Articles: 
1.  Hein, Hilda, “Assuming Responsibility:  Lessons from Aesthetics” 

2.  Carr, David, “Mind as Verb” 

3.  Mares, Michael, “The Moral Obligations Incumbent upon Institutions, Administrators, and 

Directors in Maintaining and Caring for Museum Collections” 

4.  Maleuvre, Didier, “A Plea for Silence:  Putting Art Back into the Art Museum. 

5.  Malaro, Marie C., “Deaccessioning:  The American Perspective. 

Paper # 3 due Sunday, April 4 by midnight. 
Literature review of assigned readings.  Each weekly topic must be addressed and the articles  

you find most pertinent, informative and valuable, as well as ones those that are least pertinent, 

informative and valuable should be compared and discussed.  Papers will be discussed in class 

on April 6. 

 

Class 12 -  6 April 

Museum Collections and Community Engagement:  Case Studies 

 

Literature review of class readings 

 

Class 13 - 20 April 

IMLS Proposal Reviews and Budget Development 
Sample presentation 

 

Class 14 -  27 April 

In class group review of IMLS proposals 

 

Class 15  - May 4  

IMLS Proposal presentations with PowerPoint.   

Completed grant proposals must be submitted in class. 
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Assignment 1 : Museums and Communities 

 

 For me, the word “museum” has always evoked feelings of fondness and attachment.  

Born in 1986 when the new paradigm had already began implementation in museums around the 

world, I rarely felt the exclusion and elitism of the institutions of the early twentieth century and 

before.  Though introduced by John Cotton Dana in 1917, this new model of stewardship in 

museums has had a slow start, and the ideals set forth have still not been perfected or even 

accepted in many museums.  

 Though the history of museums goes back several centuries, the “modern” museums of 

Europe and early America prior to Dana’s proposal were generally seen as elitist closed 

institutions that catered to the rich and privileged patrons who were able to travel to and 

appreciate them.  Dana, the head of the public library of Newark, New Jersey, was a 

revolutionary in the field of public education and the institutions that supplement general 

education.  One step towards this was the opening of stacks in the library so scholars could 

search the books themselves rather than being restricted by the librarian.  He also included 

objects in his library for the public to view.   

 Dana’s revolutionary ideas extended to museums, which he saw as isolated and distant 

repositories.  Early American museums catered to the European ideas of art and architecture, and 

Dana felt that the growing ideas of national identity within America could be demonstrated 

within and by museums.  He believed that museums of tomorrow should be places of pleasure 

rather than European gloom and promoters of those in the museum’s community instead of 

imitations of Europeanisms.  Museums should, according to Dana, discover and develop talent at 

home in the United States. 
1
   

One instance in which Europe, particularly England, should have been emulated was in 

the Crystal Palace Exhibitions in London in 1851.  The exhibition consisted of displays from all 

over the world, and the objects were left in the care of the English people.  This led to the 

foundation of the Albert and Victoria Museum, which was open to the public and offered 

education to visitors.  The modern museum system in England stemmed from this first 

exhibition, and the government’s involvement in the museums is discussed later in Elizabeth 

Crooke’s “Community development and the UK museum sector.” 

 Dana believed that museums had several changes to make before they could escape the 

gloom of traditional European museums.  One of the most important was the museum building 

itself, which must be located in a central location where any people, particularly those who lived 

in the city itself rather than the suburbs could benefit from its offerings.  In addition, the museum 

should be welcoming, large, and beautiful with excellent lighting, so as to combat the dark 

gloom.   

 Furthermore, the museum should be diverse, and it should display only art, but also items 

which are diverse and make life interesting, joyful and wholesome.  Most importantly, Dana 

believes that the two most important things a museum must do are teach and advertise.
2
  They 

must also broaden the sympathies and multiply interests in the subjects they provide to the 

public.  Though Dana was one of the first to suggest this in America, it took many decades to 

                                                 
1
  John Cotton Dana, “The Gloom of the Museum,” in Reinventing the Museum, ed. Gail 

Anderson (Lanham: AltaMira Press, 2004), 13-29. 

  
2
 Ibid., 25. 
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catch on, and other museum specialists re-worded his ideas throughout the years that would 

follow.  

 Theodore Low, in 1942 provided the article, “What is a museum.”  His opinions about 

museums closely followed those of Dana.  The spirit of nationalism that was rampant during 

World War II is evident in this article in Low’s assertion that museums must recognize their 

responsibility as a place for communities to gather and prepare for peace times.
3
  Low also 

recognizes that museums need to focus less of their attentions on acquisition and preservation 

and more on education.
4
   Active education encouragement of curiosity are also promoted: 

“education, however, must be active not passive, and it must always be intimately connected 

with the life of the people.”
5
 

 Recently a “History of the Memphis Pink Palace Museum” was made available to all 

staff at the museum.  Written by Ron Brister, the short history emphasizes the shift from old to 

new paradigm.  Opened in March of 1930, the early museum fit the old paradigm perfectly: 

“there were no children’s education programs and youngsters were not encouraged to visit the 

museum.”
6
  The museum remained an elitist and distant institution until 1950 when Ruth Bush, a 

manager of educational programs, was hired as director.  She began to offer classroom activities, 

field trips and other classes for children.  This was a great step forward for the museum, and the 

Pink Palace was even ahead of several other institutes in the country.  

 However, the museum is run by the city government, and must abide by their budget.  In 

1981, a third of the staff was let go, and because of the loss of personnel, programming suffered.
7
  

Throughout the years, the budget problems have been a source of frustration and have even set 

the museum back in the paradigm even though the museum started out as a pioneer in museum 

education and community involvement.   

In 2008 the economy problems experienced throughout the nation were particularly felt 

by those involved in arts and arts education, including museums.  The Pink Palace was no 

exception.  Several part-time staff members were let go, some who had been there for several 

years.  In an attempt to raise money to help the museum, the education department was 

unceremoniously removed from the Mansion Theatre, where hands-on programming for children 

and school groups had been held.  The theatre was now to be used as a space that could be rented 

out to churches and other organizations for a fee to raise money for the Pink Palace.  In order to 

have a space for the programming, which sometimes accommodates over one hundred students, 

one of the greatest assets of the museum was obliterated.  

Prior to budget cuts, the education department’s Discovery Room was a large room filled 

with hands-on educational activities for all visitors to the museum and school groups.  Staffed by 

volunteers and designed by the education staff, the room was a great example of the 

implementation of the new paradigm where learning was encouraged and accessible to any and 

every person who came to the museum.  With the suffering of the economy, however, came the 

suffering of the education department.  

Without access to the Mansion Theatre, education staff were told that the Discovery 

Room would become a Discovery Theatre for programming.  This presented several logistical 

                                                 
3
 Theodore Low, “What is a museum?” ,” in Reinventing the Museum, ed. Gail Anderson 

(Lanham: AltaMira Press, 2004), 31. 
4
 Ibid., 32.   

5
 Ibid., 26.   

6
 Ron Brister, “History of the Memphis Pink Palace Museum”, internal document: 1.  

7
 Ibid., 4.  
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problems such as space limitations, harsh lighting, flat surface for chairs limiting visibility for 

small students in the back of the room, acoustics, and a myriad of other problems.  To 

compensate, the education department is spending thousands of dollars to convert the Discovery 

class room into a functional theatre, while a perfectly functional and ready-made theatre sits 

empty upstairs.  Though information has been sent out through the museum’s email list, morning 

programming in the Mansion Theatre has gone unnoticed by this staff member.  

When the Discovery Room was closed, plans were made to open a new, smaller one 

upstairs in the space previously occupied by the museum bookstore, which was also cut out when 

the budget was revised.  More money went into this room, which is essentially a small classroom 

with display cases on the walls.  The idea, as understood by this staff member, is that a paid staff 

member will offer lectures to passing visitors or school groups for a fee.  There are to be three 

different programs offered: a free, 1 minute lecture, a five minute lecture with more details for a 

fee of one dollar per visitor, and a longer more detailed lecture for a higher price. 

This is a fabulous example of a shift backwards in the paradigm set forth by John Cotton 

Dana.  Though evidently initiated by budget cuts, the museum is becoming once again a museum 

that caters only to those who can pay, and looks to educate through lecture and elitism rather 

than involvement and inclusion.  The museum is at a disadvantage because it is run by the city 

and their rules, rather than by those who know and understand the education and theory behind 

museology.   

The mission of the Pink Palace states: 

 

The Pink Palace Family of Museums inspires people to learn  

how history, science, technology, and nature shape the Mid-South. Through rich 

collections, thought-provoking exhibitions, and  

engaging programs, we encourage our diverse community to reflect  

on the past, understand the present, and influence the future.
8
 

 

Even though museums should be interacting with their communities in the new paradigm, which 

the leasing of the theatre to community groups suggests, the mission does not mention using the 

theatre and other areas of the museum as modes of revenue building.  The museum needs to 

focus instead on engaging the community within the museum and with exhibits, opportunities, 

and programming as the mission promises, rather than focusing on the business and money 

issues.  While museums do need to pay attention to the budgets and logistics, they also need to 

follow their missions.   

As a historian, I am always interested in ways to foster and encourage a love of history, 

especially in younger children.  Many people still see museums as stuffy institutions where 

children are told to speak in soft voices and not touch anything.  This is discouraging to children; 

besides the fact that children generally have high energy levels and do not enjoy being quiet, this 

way of education does not inspire them or encourage their own interpretations.  

Elaine Davis’ book, How Students Understand the Past: From Theory to Practice, is a 

study of the ways students retain information and express it to others.
9
  The study focuses on 

                                                 
8
 http://www.memphismuseums.org/about_us/; accessed 2/6/2010.  

 
9
 M. Elaine Davis, How Students Understand the Past: From Theory to Practice (Walnut Creek: 

AltaMira Press, 2005).  
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how fourth grade students in a Colorado school learn about Pueblo history. Rather than having 

students listen to a lecture and read from a textbook, Davis takes the students on a site tour, 

simulates an archaeological dig, and guides the students through a Pueblo Heritage center. 

Following descriptions of these exercises, the author presents all of her data and analysis of what 

students did and did not learn. She also provides charts of her data for better understanding. 

Davis uses her data on what changed in the students’ learning to explain to the reader how to 

teach students about the past.  

Some of the most interesting information in this book, for me, was information about the 

interviews conducted by Davis with various students about how and what they learned. It is 

remarkable how much students were able to retain after visiting and getting hands on experience.  

This case study is further evidence for the benefits of education and involvement in museums; 

rather than the old paradigm of look but do not touch, the new paradigm encourages involvement 

which fosters learning.   

 The C.H. Nash Museum at Chucalissa is an example of a museum that embraces the new 

paradigm and is moving forward to become a place for involvement and education within its 

community.  Though the museum is small and under-staffed, the graduate assistants who were 

here in the past obviously understood and took to heart the paradigm shift.  The hands-on lab is 

an example of a place where students can touch and see objects that inspire learning and dialogue 

among them.  Programs also offer an outlet for students to touch and see artifacts and objects that 

help them to gain an understanding of the people and culture of the area.  

 Though John Cotton Dana first introduced the paradigm to American nearly a century 

ago in 1917, museums still have a long way to go to reach his ideal representation.  Steps have 

been taken towards a museum system that encourages its community in various ways, yet 

budgets and bureaucracy sometimes prevent revolution.   
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Assignment 2: Museums and Communities 

 

Katie Stringer 

Museums and Communities 

Essay #2 

March 14, 2010  

  

 As Crooke states in Chapter 7 of Museums and Communities, “the consideration of 

museums and heritage in relation to social improvement and change is well established and could 

be said to be central to the founding principles of many of our long-established local and national 

museums”
10

 Several museums today look toward issues of social justice within their missions as 

part of their community involvement.   

 Readings from  class such as “The Art of Empathy” and  “Images from the Street” give 

examples of such museums that have successfully accomplished experiments with their 

communities for social justice and understanding.  Again, Crooke explains that, “museums are 

presenting themselves as places that can have an impact on the breadth of social problems.”
11

 

The questions of how this is accomplished and whether or not it is a feasible or appropriate goal 

is discussed below.   

 Within the new paradigm set forth by J.C. Dana, museums are expected to be a major 

part of the communities which they serve.  Part of this involvement may sometimes lead to 

addressing social justice issues that are a part of that community and its history.  Perhaps not all 

museums are fit to present this issue, such as natural history museums, though they, too, may 

find creative ways to involve their communities in a way that breaks the barriers of social 

injustice.   

 However, some museums have been made specifically for the purpose of presenting and 

remembering times of extreme social injustice.  Museums such as the United States Holocaust 

Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C. and the National Civil Rights Museum in Memphis 

stand as reminders and memorials of the tragedies that occurred which they represent.    

 The website of the Holocaust Memorial Museum states their primary mission as: 

  to advance and disseminate knowledge about this unprecedented  

  tragedy; to preserve the memory of those who suffered; and to  

  encourage its visitors to reflect upon the moral and spiritual questions 

  raised by the events of the Holocaust as well as their own responsibilities 

  as citizens of a democracy  

This museum, which this writer personally visited several years ago, addresses social issues of 

the past in a relevant and modern way.  One leaves the museum with a feeling of understanding 

of what those people involved in the Holocaust and events leading up to it really went through.  

The interactive aspects of the museum, even in 1999, create a sense of awareness and the need 

for action against social injustices such as genocide and antisemitism that are still a threat today.  

 Today, an exhibit at the Holocaust Memorial Museum invites visitors to look to the past 

for answers to problems of today.  “From Memory to Action: Meeting the Challenge of 

Genocide” is an interactive exhibit at the museum.  Through technology and primary sources 

such as oral histories, visitors are introduced to the problems of genocide around the world 

                                                 
10 Elizabeth Crooke, Museums and Community: Ideas, Issues, Challenges. Oxford: Routledge, 2007: 41. 

11 Ibid. 
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today.  The exhibit asks the question, “What will you do to meet the challenge of genocide?”
12

  

More information about this exhibit can be found at the website 

<http://www.ushmm.org/visit/whatinside/lc/>.  

 The International Coalition of Sites of Conscience is an organization that works with 

several historic sites around the world where social injustice and the struggle for change 

occurred.  The coalition works with these sites toward explaining and understanding the 

problems that occurred there, and preventing similar events from happening again. Their website 

quotes their founding statement as: 

  it is the obligation of historic sites to assist the public  

  in drawing connections between the history of our sites  

  and their contemporary implications. We view stimulating 

  dialogue on pressing social issues and promoting humanitarian 

  and democratic values as a primary function”13  

Through the Sites of Conscience coalition, museums are able to interpret their history, engage in 

programs relating to social issues of the community, involve the public, and promote 

humanitarian values.
14

 One Site of Conscience in the United States that greatly exemplifies the 

potential relationship between museums and social justice is the Lower East Side Tenement 

Museum.    

 The sites of conscience website gives information about the Tenement museum and the 

reasons for its inclusion as a Site of Conscince.  The museum is located in a former tenement 

building in Lower Manhattan where immigrants arrived from overseas and began their new lives 

in America.  The tenements in which they lived had deplorable conditions, and those who lived 

there struggled with such social injustices as racism and poverty while still managing to play a 

huge role in the development of American culture.
15

 

 The Tenement Museum website states their mission as: 

  The Lower East Side Tenement Museum's mission is to  

  promote tolerance and historical perspective through the  

  presentation and interpretation of the variety of immigrant 

  and migrant experiences on Manhattan's Lower East Side,  

  a gateway to America.
16

 

The museum, available for viewing only by guided tours, presents the living conditions and 

stories of those who lived in the tenement from around 1863 to 1935.  Through educational 

programming and the tours, public dialogue is facilitated on such issues as immigration, labor, 

cultural identity and social reforms.
17

 

 The “About Us” section of the Tenement Museum website makes a statement which is 

extremely relevant to the topic of museums as centers of social justice, “In recognizing the 

importance of this seemingly ordinary building, the Tenement Museum has re-imagined the role 

                                                 
12 http://www.ushmm.org/museum/exhibit/exhibit/> Accessed March 13, 2010.  

13          <http://www.sitesofconscience.org> accessed March 10, 2010. 

14 Ibid. 

15 <http://www.sitesofconscience.org/sites/lower-east-side-tenement-museum/en/> Accessed March 10, 

 2010.  

16 <www.tenement.org> Accessed March 10, 2010.  

17 <http://www.sitesofconscience.org/sites/lower-east-side-tenement-museum/en/> Accessed March 10, 

 2010.  

http://www.ushmm.org/museum/exhibit/exhibit/
http://www.sitesofconscience.org/en
http://www.sitesofconscience.org/sites/lower-east-side-tenement-museum/en/
http://www.tenement.org/
http://www.sitesofconscience.org/sites/lower-east-side-tenement-museum/en/
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that museums can play in our lives.”
18

  This new role involving social justice and social 

awareness of issues is recognized in the education programs and tours offered by the museum.  

 The people who lived in the various tenements of New York City in the nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries were mainly immigrant families from Germany, Ireland, Italy, Russia 

and many other countries.  These people generally worked very long hours in terrible conditions, 

which led to sickness and disease.  Many tenements did not contain bathrooms or running water 

even into the 1900s.  The Tenement Museum seeks to inform the public and community that 

even today, Lower East Manhattan is home to first-generation immigrants and descendants of 

immigrants who face similar conditions still.
19

 

 Along with the other Sites of Conscience, a program of Dialogues for Democracy was 

established at the Tenement Museum.  Through presenting history, the museum is able to inspire 

dialogue among visitors and the community about current issues related to the past.  According 

to the Sites of Conscience website, today 36% of the residents of Lower East Side Manhattan are 

foreign-born, and 60% of those speak a language other than English in the home.  The museum 

presents that issue, along with the fact that many of the immigrants of today experience the same 

challenges of their counterparts over a hundred years earlier.
20

   

 Every visitor to the museum is required to take a guided tour through the restored 

apartments of tenement dwellers.  Public tours include “Getting By” and “Piecing it Together” 

which present the homes and lived of immigrants and reenactments of events such as 

bereavement calls to mourning families.  The “Confino Family Living History Tour” for families 

puts the visitors in the role of immigrants themselves, and the visitors are allowed to handle 

actual objects found in typical immigrant households.  A neighborhood walking tour explores the 

places visited by immigrants such as places of worship and schools.  A more in-depth program 

called “Getting By: Past and Present” seems to be a perfect example of involving the current 

community with current issues by looking to the past.  The information provided about the 

program explains, “Spend extended time inside two restored apartments and join in a 

conversation about the themes arising from the tour. You are encouraged to share your own 

experiences, thoughts, and family histories with a trained educator and your fellow visitors.”
21

 

 According to the Sites of Conscience website, in addition to the daily tour programs that 

engage visitors in discussions about immigrant issues, programs that engage the community in 

various aspects are also offered.  “Teaching English Through History” is one such offering 

which uses the historic primary sources of immigrants from around the world to teach English to 

the new immigrants of today.  The museum is also collaborating with The New York Times and 

St. Martin's Press to create an Immigrants Resource Guide in several languages for new arrivals 

to the United States.
22

   

 A great example of using the museum to combat social injustice is the “Housing Abuse 

Action” course offered in conjunction with the New York City Department of Housing, 

Preservation, and Development.  Many students who are involved in the course live in sub-

standard housing in the area.  The program explains the role tenants and reformers in the past 

played in improving the living conditions of immigrants.  The students each receive a checklist at 

                                                 
18 <http://www.tenement.org/about.html> Accessed March 13, 2010.  

10   http://www.sitesofconscience.org/sites/lower-east-side-tenement-museum/what-happened-here/en> 
Accessed March 13, 2010. 
20 Ibid.  

21 <http://tenement.org/tours.php> accessed March 13, 2010.  

22 <http://www.sitesofconscience.org/sites/lower-east-side-tenement-museum/museumprograms/en/> Accessed 

March 13, 2010.  
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the end to become an “inspector” of their own buildings in hopes of raising awareness about and 

reforming current housing problems.
23

  

 All Sites of Conscience have developed a “Dialogues for Democracy” program, which 

helps the visitor understand the past to better understand current events and inspire change.  The 

Tenement Museum's program states its goals as:  

  to increase understanding of the evolution and impact of  

  American immigration and immigration policies; stimulate  

  dialogue among people of diverse backgrounds on immigration  

  and related enduring social issues; challenge prejudices based  

  on ethnicity, citizenship status, nationality, class and race;  

  and inspire civic action among recent immigrants and descendants  

  of immigrants.
24

  

These goals are accomplished through a tour, generally given by an immigrant followed by a 

facilitated discussion on current issues of immigration. Questions asked include: Who gets to 

come to America?, Who should be allowed to decide?,  What does it mean to be American?, 

What, if any, assistance should be given to new immigrants? Discussions on these issues have 

been led by the museum with community leaders and the public to address the problems of today 

by looking at the past.
25

  

 The museum also sponsors artwork that has been created by immigrants which are 

available for viewing on their website at http://www.tenement.org/darp.html, as well as at the 

museum.  

 The Tenement Museum, as a Site of Conscience, exemplifies the way a museum can be 

involved in issues of social justice within its communities.  Through guided tours and 

community education, as well as through collaborations with other community organizations, the 

museum involves the communities its presents.  This involvement leads to social awareness, and 

potentially to social change.   

 Though Crooke reminds museums to be mindful of potential political motivations behind 

social justice movements, museums such as the Lower East Side Tenement Museum, the United 

States Holocaust Memorial Museum, and those museums involved with the Sites of Conscience 

Coalition prove that it is possible for museums to take an active role in such movements.  Again, 

not all museums are suited for such a large undertaking, but with the support of the community 

and the museum, social justice can be achieved through the museum in many cases.  
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Grant Proposal: Museums and Communities 

 

 

1. Statement of Need 

The C.H. Nash Museum at Chucalissa, operated by the University of Memphis, exists to give 

visitors an understanding of archaeology and of Native American history of the Mid-South.  The 

museum exhibits interpret the prehistory of the Mid-South, and contemporary Southeastern 

Indian cultures.  Workers preparing the T.O. Fuller State Park in the 1930’s rediscovered a 

Mississippian Mound complex, and the C.H. Nash Museum was founded in 1956.  The site was 

developed as a training ground for area archaeologists and students and as a place to interpret 

archaeology to the public. This mission continues today with museum exhibits, tours, public 

events and educational programs. 

 

Project goals in conjunction with MFA goals 

The C.H. Nash Museum requests support from IMLS to undertake a project that will enhance the 

collections management software currently utilized at the museum. This support will enable to 

museum to undertake a one-time, comprehensive program to update the hardware and software 

used to manage the permanent collection.  The initial project will focus on the 40SY1 site 

material that was found at the Chucalissa site.  Grant funds will also go towards hiring a new 

staff member to head the project.  Once the collections are managed and inventoried, the 

museum hopes to create an online collections component, which will be hosted on the museum’s 

webpage.  This updated software will allow collections staff at the museum to have more 

efficient access to the permanent collection and its related information, resulting in greater 

service to the University of Memphis and Memphis communities. This project is in conjunction 

with the MFA program goal of collections stewardship which states, “this category supports all 

activities that museums undertake to maintain and improve the management of museum 

collections in order to fulfill the museum’s public service mission.” 

The first inhabitants of Chucalissa probably arrived around 1000 CE and stayed only a short 

time.  However, this first occupation led to more stable development for the following peoples.  

In around 1200 CE the village was once again inhabited during what is known as the Mitchell 

Phase.  Archaeological evidence and artifacts show that this is when the mound-building phase at 

Chucalissa began.  Once again the site was abandoned for around two hundred years until 1400 

CE, when the site entered the Boxtown Phase.  Evidence from this period shows contact between 

other groups of people across the country; the most important evidence of this trade network is 

the potsherds found here and at other sites.  By 1500 CE the site had grown to be the most 

powerful settlement in the area.  Social stratification and a chiefdom are evident in the 

archaeological record, and the site as it is seen today is representative of this time period.  It is 

unclear why the residents of the mounds abandoned the site, but by the time Hernando DeSoto 

explored the area the inhabitants were gone.  In 1854 the land was bought and run as a cotton 

plantation with nineteen enslaved African-Americans on site.  After the Civil War the slaves 

were freed and the land traded hands several times.  By 1936 the land was bought by the state of 

Tennessee to become a Jim Crow-era park, the Shelby County Negro Park.  In 1938, Civilian 

Conservation Corps workers discovered the mound complex, and in 1940 the University of 

Tennessee began excavations.  The Second World War stopped excavations, but in 1955 the 

excavations resumed, and in 1956 the first museum was opened on the site.   
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By 1962, Memphis State University had taken over, and the Archaeology and Anthropology 

departments assumed responsibility for the site.  The National Register of Historic Places 

recognized Chucalissa in 1974, and in 1994 the site was declared a National Historic Landmark.  

Today the site and museum are still owned by what is now the University of Memphis, and the 

staff, graduate assistants, and interns from the university offer educational experiences to the 

public and for groups of students and scouts on a regular basis. The goal of the museum is to 

provide a range of educational programming to promote greater awareness and appreciation of 

the accomplishments of the Native American people in the mid-south both of the past and the 

present. The C.H. Nash Museum and Chucalissa support several undergraduate and graduate 

programs at the University of Memphis, and the museum and its educational programs provide 

training opportunities for students in the Museum Studies Graduate Certificate Program. The 

museum continues to work for an expanded and enhanced visitor experience at Chucalissa and 

continued service to the educational mission of the University of Memphis. 

Chucalissa offers guided tours, traveling exhibits, and a variety of special events for students and 

the general public. Events include competitive races, Archeology Day, family days, and various 

demonstrations of crafts and early technologies.  

The collection is central to many museum activities that support its mission; however, the 

museum has lagged in its attempts to provide the most up-to-date technology and accessibility 

for maintaining and managing such a large and diverse collection. Most artifacts are stored in the 

museum’s repository, while photographic and file material are stored in the public archaeology 

lab and library. The information regarding collections was created using FileMaker Pro is stored  

on one Macintosh computer.  The information from files and photographs has not yet been 

documented.  The software is outdated and not accessible by museum collections staff, which 

makes it difficult to find or provide information on artifacts to visitors or researchers. 

Information on files and photographs does not yet exist, and a digitization project has been 

proposed and would be possible with new software.  Budget constraints have prevented the 

museum from purchasing more up-to-date software. With the current software obsolete, it will 

become more and more difficult and costly to rescue or transfer the information that is available. 

At this point, failure to act may result in a very expensive “fix” if the current system should fail. 

 

The C.H. Nash Museum is currently undergoing a review to receive accreditation by the 

American Association of Museums. Accreditation is vital for maintaining our status in the 

museum community and in dealing with other institutions. Having a modern, reliable collections 

management system could be a decisive factor in our accreditation.  

 

Audience 

As stated previously, the updated collections management software will ultimately aid the C.H. 

Nash Museum in serving its intended audience, who are members of the Memphis community, 

out-of-town visitors, and students and faculty at the University of Memphis. The updated 

software will aid in serving the communities in a number of fashions, both immediate and long-

term. It will also aid the C.H. Nash Museum in achieving many of the objectives outlined in its 

mission.  
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Mission and Expansion of Institutional Capacity 

The C.H. Nash Museum serves to protect and interpret the Chucalissa archaeological site for the benefit of 

the University community and the public, which the museum is arguably not successfully fulfilling at this time with 

the lack of collections information.  As the museum seeks  to provide high quality educational experiences on past 

and present Native American cultures of the Mid-South, the collections need to be ordered and accessible to 

determine the uses those collections can provide to our audiences and communities. The museum also seeks to 

pursue new knowledge of these cultures through research as part of the University’s explicitly multicultural and 

multiethnic educational orientation. Without efficient, unlimited access to the collections, the staff is 

unable to provide the best service in terms of exhibition design, artifact information, and related 

information to its audience. By installing new collections management software and updating the 

hardware used in maintaining the collections database, the museum can be a better steward of its 

collection. This updated software will enable the museum to efficiently manage this collection 

for years to come, effectively serving as an investment to the museum’s institutional capacity.  

 

The direct audience served by the enhancement of the collections management software will be 

the museum’s staff, followed by researchers in the community and the general public. Once the 

updated technology is installed, museum staff can more effectively research and track the status 

of certain artifacts, thereby enabling them to provide more accurate information to researchers of 

the museum’s collection as well as interested museum visitors, as part of the mission’s goal to 

pursue new knowledge of these cultures through research. This increase in the awareness of the collection 

will also serve to provide better opportunities for renovated exhibits or educational programs, 

which will in turn engage the museum’s audiences. This updated visitor experience will allow 

for greater engagement and reflection by school groups and individual visitors at the C.H. Nash 

Museum which is a direct achievement of the mission to provide high quality educational experiences on 

past and present Native American cultures of the Mid-South. 
 

 

2. Project Design 

Goals and Summary 

The C.H. Nash Museum at Chucalissa wishes to implement collections management software; 

the activities included in this project consists of the following activities: 

 

 Visits to museums at Jamestown to observe collections 

 Preliminary evaluation and planning 

 Identify objects that need immediate attention and cataloguing 

 Order and acquire re:Discovery Software 

 Consultation with re:Discovery 

 Install and set-up of software 

 Data Conversion of catalogued materials 

 Training of main staff on software management 

 Begin the process of entering 40SY1 site material 

 Begin to incorporate volunteers or interns in project 

 Continue to process 40SY1 site material 

 Continuation of data entry and evaluation of collections materials 

 

By visiting The James River Institute for Technology and Historic Jamestowne and Museum, 

new staff member Katie Stringer will have the opportunity to see how similar archeological 
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museums have utilized the software and how it has impacted their collections. Grant funds are 

requested for travel to Jamestown from Memphis, 2 nights’ accommodation in Virginia, and 

meals.  Stringer will visit with collections managers at both organizations. 

 

These observations will aid her in preliminary evaluation and planning for the collections at 

Chucalissa.  Once artifacts have been assessed, the objects from the Chucalissa archaeological 

site, 40SY1, will be set aside for processing and entry into the new re:Discovery program.  

During this time, the museum will order the required materials: re:Discovery software, and a 

computer for both the repository and the library. Once the materials arrive, the museum will hire 

a data consultant to transfer the current data from FileMaker Pro to the new software.  After the 

current files are transferred and the software installed, training of the main staff to use the 

software will begin. Stringer will then begin the process of entering the information for 40SY1 

into the system and will check the artifacts against any records that have been made in the past 

on the site material.  As the data entry progresses, we hope to incorporate trained volunteers or 

interns in the data entry process.  Once the 40SY1 materials have been entered, Stringer will 

evaluate other collections from Tennessee archaeological sites in the Mid-South and begin to 

enter those artifacts, as well.   

 

Acquisition and installation of collection management software 

Some research has already been conducted by the C.H. Nash Museum to determine the specific 

collections management software that would best serve the museum’s needs as well as allow for 

optimum growth of the collection. Re:discovery Software’s latest release of collections 

management software, RE:Discovery Proficio, has been determined to be cost efficient, capable, 

and opportunistic software that could be utilized at the museum. This system is easy to use and 

comes with strong recommendations from other museums. Re:discovery Proficio will allow staff 

at the C.H. Nash Museum to input data or view data based on the user name and password 

assigned to each user. The software is also flexible and will give users the ability to catalog 

various collections while keeping track of the exhibits and educational collections. The software 

has the capability to perform many of the tasks required of the museum’s collection, including: 

 

 Capacity to catalog individual objects and attach muliti-media files.  

 Track changes in location and status (condition, e.g.). 

 Document accessions, deaccessions, loans, exhibits, conservation activities, restrictions, 

associated sites, provenance, donors and researchers.  

 Perform searches and produce reports. 

 View and play all related media.  

 

A basic package for Proficio Re:discovery costs $2,790, plus a monthly support fee of $45. This 

does not include conversion of data. Our current system of collections management in FileMaker 

Pro can be converted to Excel, which will make the conversion process somewhat easier.  We 

estimate that the conversion will take no more than 10 hours. We have estimated that data 

conversion will take around 10 hours at $50 an hour for a total of $500.  We will also receive a 

consultation with re:Discovery technicians upon installation of the software which is estimated at 

$75 for 2 hours.  We also request funds to pay for the monthly technical support fee of $45 a 

month for 24 months.   
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Rediscovery (licence and training)     $2,790 

Data transfer of current information    $500 

Consultation with re:Discovery technician   $150 

Monthly technical support fee    $1080 (for 2 years) 

 

In addition to the software, data conversion, consultation and support fee, the museum will 

purchase two computers that meet the system requirements for the software.  The two computers, 

purchased through the University of Memphis, are estimated to cost $700 each.  Each computer 

requires : 

 Windows 2000 Professional SP4 / Windows XP Professional SP2 

 Pentium III or compatible, 600 MHz, 512 MB RAM / Pentium IV, 1 GHz, 1 GB RAM 

 500 MB disk space available / 1 GB available disk space available 

 Compatible with Windows Vista 

 

Re:discovery Proficio is a powerful and intuitive relational database that will allow the C.H. 

Nash Museum to completely and efficiently manage all aspects of its collections. Some of the 

tools that are sure to please power users as well as collections management visitors are: 

"Smart memory" that recalls preferred user settings, Quick Search, Quick Report, Quick Filter, 

Drag and drop images, and Customize screen layouts with view designer.  Proficio’s flexibility 

will enable the C.H. Nash Museum to choose an implementation that best fits needs for 

managing the museum’s collections. 

 

Project Oversight and management 

Staff used through process will include Director Robert Connolly, Administrative Assistant 

Rachael South, graduate assistants Samantha Gibbs and Sherye Fairbanks, and new staff member 

Katie Stringer to work full time on the inventory of the 40SY1 collection material. Adjustments 

will be made as necessary throughout the installation and training process by consulting with the 

museum administration and University of Memphis. Once the software and adjoining hardware 

is installed, staff trained, etc. the collections intern will be able to make slight corrections to data 

conversions, customizations as necessary. 

 

3. Project Resources: Time, Personnel, Budget 
The implementation of the collections management software update at the C.H. Nash Museum 

requires significant inputs in terms of equipment and staff time. Ideally, the museum will acquire 

equipment as identified with the recommended standards set forth by Re:discovery Software, 

Inc.  The list of equipment includes the following: 

 

 2 desktop computers, one for the repository and one for the library,with Windows 2000 

Professional SP4 / Windows XP Professional SP2 Pentium III or compatible, 600 MHz, 

512 MB RAM / Pentium IV, 1 GHz, 1 GB RAM 500 MB disk space available / 1 GB 

available disk space available, with Windows Vista 

 Software: Re: Discovery Proficio Software license 

 

This new equipment will only be effective in accomplishing the museum’s goals when utilized 

by knowledgeable, trained staff with time to devote to the installation and maintenance of the 
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updated software. For this reason, the museum has built in significant time for staff members to 

devote to becoming familiar with the updated software. 

 

 Dr. Robert Connolly, Director, will spend minimal time on this project.  As director and 

liaison to the University, Connolly will be responsible for the ordering of materials and 

for project oversight. 

 Rachael South, Administrative Associate will be minimally involved in this project, as 

she is generally responsible for museum management on a weekly basis.  She will receive 

training for the program and gain enough knowledge to access the system when visitors 

or researchers need access and other staff members are not available.  

 Sherye Fairbanks, Graduate Assistant will receive training for re:Discovery to gain a 

basic knowledge of the collections and artifacts in the repository.  In between assigned 

projects, Fairbanks may be asked to assist with data entry.  

 Samantha Gibbs, Graduate Assistant will receive training for re:Discovery to gain a basic 

knowledge of the collections and artifacts in the repository.  In between assigned 

projects, Gibbs may be asked to assist with data entry. 

 Katie Stringer, New hire for Collections management will be responsible for management 

of the new software and data entry, as well as overseeing data entry by others.  Stringer 

will also select the artifacts for entry into the system and check newly entered records 

against the old records.  

 

See attachment for further information and resumes of each listed above.  

 

4. Impact 

 

Completion of the technology update and installation of collections management software will 

allow the collections department and other museum staff to have greater access to the museum’s 

permanent collection in terms of each artifact’s history and current status. By equipping the staff 

with updated hardware to access this software, greater flow of communication can be achieved 

within the museum, which will result in more exhibit proposals, information for visitors, that can 

be expressed and shared with the rest of the museum. Completion of this update will also aid in 

the C.H. Nash’s proposed volunteer based process of the digitization of their collections and 

library.  

 

The installation of updated software will also allow staff to more efficiently utilize the permanent 

collection for future programming.  

 

Although the technological updates will occur during the grant period, there will be several long-

term results that occur long after the initial project has ended. With better access to information 

regarding their collection, the C.H. Nash Museum will be able to lay groundwork for ambitious 

future projects, including, but not limited to, the entire renovation of the museum’s core exhibits. 

This project will also lay a foundation upon which the museum can supplement its collection as 

well as market the collection’s uniqueness and significance to its current audience as well as 

future visitors.  
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Key Personnel 

 

Dr. Robert Connolly, Director, will spend minimal time on this project.  As director and liaison 

to the University, Connolly will be responsible for the ordering of materials and for project 

oversight.  Connolly has been the Director of the C.H. Nash Museum for two years and has made 

significant progress in that time.  Connolly was the director at the Poverty Point  site in 

Louisiana prior to accepting the position at Chucalisaa.  In addition to his duties at Chucalissa, 

Connolly is also a professor of Anthropology at the University of Memphis, as well as a key 

component in the Museum Studies Graduate Certificate Program.  

 

Rachael South, Administrative Associate will be minimally involved in this project, as she is 

generally responsible for museum management on a weekly basis.  She will receive training for 

the program and gain enough knowledge to access the system when visitors or researchers need 

access and other staff members are not available.  South attended the University of Memphis for 

her Masters in History as well as the Graduate Certificate of Museum Studies.  She interned at 

Chucalissa, as well as the Pink Palace in Memphis, and has a vast understanding of how 

museums are run. 

 

Sherye Fairbanks, Graduate Assistant will receive training for re:Discovery to gain a basic 

knowledge of the collections and artifacts in the repository.  In between assigned projects, 

Fairbanks may be asked to assist with data entry.  As a graduate assistant, Fairbanks is involved 

in all aspects of the museum.  Fairbanks is also a student in the graduate certificate program.  

 

Samantha Gibbs, Graduate Assistant will receive training for re:Discovery to gain a basic 

knowledge of the collections and artifacts in the repository.  In between assigned projects, Gibbs 

may be asked to assist with data entry.  Another student in the graduate certificate program, 

Gibbs has completed considerable amounts of internships and practicum within museums in the 

Memphis area, including an internship at the C.H. Nash Museum.  

 

Katie Stringer, New hire for Collections management will be responsible for management of the 

new software and data entry, as well as overseeing data entry by others.  Stringer will also select 

the artifacts for entry into the system and check newly entered records against the old records.  

Stringer graduated with her Masters in History and the Graduate Certificate in Museum Studies 

from the University of Memphis.  She has worked in museums for over three years, and in that 

time has had exposure to collections and collections management.  An internship at the C.H. 

Nash Museum in the Summer 2009 first exposed Stringer to the collections at the C.H. Nash 

Musem.  She has also received training through time at the National Civil Rights Museum in 

collections management and PastPerfect software, which is similar to re:Discovery.  
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Budget Justification 

 

We request $50,070 from IMLS with a match of $76,800 from the museum to properly manage 

our collections at the C.H. Nash Museum.  

 

Funds requested include allocations for staff member Katie Stringer to visit museums that have 

implemented the software we hope to buy to manage our collections.  By visiting the museums, 

Stringer will better understand the responsibilities she will incur once the software is purchased 

and executed.  The funds will allow for roundtrip airfare from Memphis International Airport to 

Hampton, Virginia, as well as nightly accommodations, meals, and transportation in Virginia.  

 

Software and license purchase moneys are also requested, as well as the funds to pay for monthly 

support fees, consultations, and data conversions.  

 

The salary for new-hire Katie Stringer will be matched for Year 1 by the University, and the 

second years, funds from IMLS will make up 90% of her salary.  Following the end of the grant 

period, the University will fund her position.   
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